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MLA

Formatting Requirements

Page Numbers: Number all pages in the top right-hand corner EXCEPT the title page. Create a header that
numbers all pages consecutively.
Spacing: Double-space the text of your paper. Leave only one space after periods or other punctuation marks.
Indent the first line of paragraphs one half-inch from the left margin. Use the Tab key, as opposed to pushing the
Space Bar five times.
Margins: Set to 1” (2.5 cm) margins on all sides of your paper.
Font: Use a legible, non-decorative font (e.g. Times New Roman, this font), so that the regular and italics type
styles contrast enough that they are recognizable one from another.
Font Size: 12 (this size)
Language and Style: Use non-discriminatory language. Many writers no longer use he, him or his to express a
meaning that includes women as well as men. The use of she, her and hers to refer to a person of no particular
sex is not a widely accepted alternative. Avoid this language by pluralizing or eliminating the pronoun.
Personal Pronouns: Do not use personal pronouns in academic writing. Present your work "objectively", as the
work of a dispassionate and unbiased researcher. Although what you write is your opinion, present your
opinions in a rational and objective way.
Names: The first time you use a person’s name, state it fully and accurately. In subsequent references to the
person, give the last name only. See also note about names under
Dates: Be consistent in writing dates: use either the day-month-year style (22 July 1997) or the month-day-year
style (July 22, 1997). If you begin with the month, be sure to add a comma after the day and after the year.
Capitalization and Punctuation: Capitalize each word in the titles of article, books, etc., but do not capitalize
articles, short prepositions, or conjunctions unless one is the first word of the title or subtitle (e.g., Gone with the
Wind, The Art of War, There Is Nothing Left to Lose).
Numbers
Although usage varies, most people spell out numbers that can be expressed in one or two words and use figures
for other numbers.
Words
over two pounds; six million dollars; after thirty-one years; eighty-three people
Figures
after 126 days; only $31.50; 6381 bushels; 4.78 litres
Here are some examples of specific situations.
Days and Years
12 December 1965 or December 12, 1965; A.D. 1066; in 1900; in 1971-72 or in 1971-1972; the eighties,
the twenties; the 1980s
Time of Day
8:00 A.M. (or) a.m. (or) eight o’clock in the morning; 4:30 P.M. (or) p.m. (or) half-past four in the
afternoon
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Addresses
16 Tenth Street; 350 West 114 Street
Identification Numbers
Room 8; Channel 18, Interstate 65, Henry VIII
Page and Division of Books and Plays
page 30; chapter 6, in act 3, scene 2 (or) in Act III, Scene ii
Decimals and Percentages
a 2.7 average; 13.25 percent (in nonscientific contexts); 25% (in scientific contexts); .037 metric ton
Large Round Numbers
four billion dollars (or) $4 billion; 16,500,000 (or) 16.5 million
Notes on Number Usage
Repeat numbers in commercial writing.
The bill will not exceed one hundred (100) dollars.
Use numerals in legal writing.
The cost of damage is $1,365.42.
Numbers in series and statistics should be consistent.
two apples, six oranges, and three bananas
NOT: two apples, 6 oranges, and 3 bananas
115 feet by 90 feet (or) 115’ x 90’
scores of 25-6 (or) scores of 25 to 6
The vote was 9 in favour and 5 opposed
Write out numbers beginning sentences.
Six percent of the group failed.
NOT: 6% of the group failed.
Use a combination of figures and words for numbers when such a combination will keep your writing
clear.
Unclear: The club celebrated the birthdays of 6 90-year-olds who were born in the city. (may cause the
reader to read ‘690’ as one number.)
Clearer: The club celebrated the birthdays of six 90-year-olds who were born in the city.
Abbreviations
Uppercase Abbreviations: Do not use periods or spaces in abbreviations composed solely of capital letters,
except in the case of proper names:
US, MA, CD, HTML
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P. D. James, J. R. R. Tolkien, E. B. White
Lowercase Abbreviations: Use a period if the abbreviation ends in a lower case letter, unless referring to an
internet suffix, where the period should come before the abbreviation:
Assn., conf., Eng., esp.
.com, .edu, .gov (URL suffixes)
Note: Degree names are a notable exception to the lowercase abbreviation rule.
PhD, EdD, PsyD
Use periods between letters without spacing if each letter represents a word in common lower case
abbreviations:
a.m., e.g., i.e.
Other notable exceptions:
mph, os, rpm, ns
Abbreviations in Citations
Time Designations: Remember to follow common trends in abbreviating time and location within citations.
Month names longer than four letters used in journal and magazine citations:
Jan., Sept., Nov.
Geographic Names: Geographic names of states, provinces, and countries in book citations when the
publisher’s city is not well known or could be confused with another city. Abbreviate country, province, and
state names.
Logan, UT; Manchester, Eng.; Sherbrooke, QC
Scholarly Abbreviations: List common scholarly abbreviations as they appear below:
Anon. for anonymous; C. or ca. for circa; Comp. for compiler; Fwd. for foreword; Jour. for journal; Lib.
for library; Sec. or sect. For section; Ser. for series; Var. for variant; Writ. for written by or writer
Publisher Names: Shorten publisher’s names as much as possible in book citations. You only need to provide
your readers with enough information for them to identify the publisher. Many publishers can be identified by
only acronyms or a shortened version of their names. MLA suggests a few rules for you to follow when
abbreviating publishers:
Omit articles, business abbreviations (like Corp. or Inc.), and descriptive words (e.g. Press, Publishers,
House)
Cite only the last name of a publisher with the name of one person (e.g. Norton for W. W. Norton) and
only the last name of the first listed for a publisher with multiple names (e.g. McGraw for McGraw-Hill)
Use standard abbreviations when possible (e.g. Assn. or Soc.)
Use the acronym of the publisher if the company is commonly known by that abbreviation (e.g. MLA,
ERIC, GPO)
Use only U and P when referring to university presses (e.g. Cambridge UP or U of Chicago P)
Here is a short list of publisher abbreviations that you might use:
Acad. for Educ. Dev. (Academy for Educational Development, Inc.)
Gale (Gale Research, Inc.)
Harper (Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc. & HarperCollins Publishers, Inc.)
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Little (Little, Brown and Company, Inc.)
MIT P (The MIT Press)
NCTE (The National Council of Teachers of English)
SIRS (Social Issues Resources Series)
MLA Tables, Figures, and Examples
General Guidelines
Collect sources. Gather the source information required for MLA Documentation for the source
medium of the illustration (e.g. Print. Web. Podcast).
Determine what types of illustrations best suit your purpose. Consider the purpose of each
illustration, how it contributes to the purpose of the document and the reader’s understanding, and
whether or not the audience will be able to view and/or understand the illustration easily.
Use illustrations of the best quality. Avoid blurry, pixilated, or distorted images for both print and
electronic documents. Often pixilation and distortion occurs when writers manipulate image sizes. Keep
images in their original sizes or use photo editing software to modify them. Reproduce distorted graphs,
tables, or diagrams with spreadsheet or publishing software, but be sure to include all source
information. Always represent the original source information faithfully and avoid unethical practices of
false representation or manipulation.
Use illustrations sparingly. Decide what items can best improve the document’s ability to augment
readers’ understanding of the information, appreciation for the subject, and/or illustration of the main
points. Do not provide illustrations for illustrations’ sake. Scrutinize illustrations for how potentially
informative or persuasive they can be.
Do not use illustrations to boost page length. In the case of student papers, instructors often do not
count the space taken up by visual aids toward the required page length of the document. Remember that
texts explain, while illustrations enhance. Illustrations cannot carry the entire weight of the document.
Labels, Captions, and Source Information: Illustrations appear directly embedded in the document, except in
the case of manuscripts that are being prepared for publication. Each illustration must include, a label, a
number, a caption and/or source information.
The illustration label and number should always appear in two places: the document main text and
near the illustration itself.
Captions provide titles or explanatory notes.
Source information documentation will always depend upon the medium of the source illustration. If
you provide source information with all of your illustrations, you do not need to provide this information
on the Works Cited page.
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DO NOT insert page
numbers or headers on
title pages.

Here is a sample of a title page in MLA style:

Title Page: DO NOT make a title page for your paper unless specifically requested.
• In the upper left-hand corner of the first page, list your name, your instructor’s name, the
course, and the date.
• Double space again and centre the title. DO NOT underline, italicize, or place your title in
quotation marks; write the title in Title Case (standard capitalization), not in all capital letters.
• Use quotation marks and/or italics when referring to other works in your title (e.g., Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas as Morality Play; Human Weariness in “After Apple Picking”).
• Double space between the title and the first line of the text.
• Create a header in the upper right-hand corner that includes your last name, followed by a
space with a page number.
• If requested to make a title page, the sample of its format is on the following page

DO NOT underline,
italicize, bold, add
quotation marks, or
increase font size of
your title.

Title (Line 21)

DO NOT use
headings, just type
your name and your
teacher’s name, and
course code.

Your Name (Line 37)
Teacher’s Name
Course
Date (Day Month Year)
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However, since MLA does not require a title page, here is a sample of the top half of a first page (NO title page)
in MLA style:

Mr. C. Davis
ENG4U1.40
11 November 2016

Titles of Work:
To Italicize or Not to Italicize?
Italics

“Quotation Marks”

Books and Plays

Article

Long poems published as books

Essays

Pamphlets

Short Stories

Periodicals (newspapers, magazines, journals)

Short Poems

Films, radio and TV programs

Individual Episodes of TV and radio programs

CD’s, cassettes, record albums

Songs

Ballets and Operas
Paintings and Sculptures
N.B. You do not need to use quotation marks, italics or underlining for sacred writings (i.e. The Bible, King
James Version, Old Testament, Talmud, Koran).
Taken from Purdue OWL. “MLA Formatting and Style Guide.” The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab, 2009
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Signal Phrases

When using evidence in your papers, whether it is a direct quotation or paraphrased, you must introduce it by
providing the name of the author of the source, and may contain context for the source material. This is known
as a signal phrase.
If a signal phrase precedes the quotation, the parenthetical citation does not require the author’s surname, only
the page number. See example below:
Kwon points out that the Fourth Amendment does not give employees any protections from employers’
“unreasonable searches and seizures” (6).
If there is no signal phrase, the parenthetical citation must include the author’s surname, followed by a space
and the page number. See example below:
“Companies can monitor employees’ every keystroke without legal penalty, but they may have to combat low
morale as a result” (Lane 129).
Using signal phrases in MLA papers
To avoid monotony, try to vary both the language and the placement of your signal phrases.
Model signal phrases
In the words of researchers Greenfield and Davis, “…”
As legal scholar Jay Kesan has noted, “…”
The ePolicy Institute, an organization that advises companies about reducing risks from technology, reported
that “…”
“…,” writes Daniel Tynan, “…”
“…,” claims attorney Schmitt.
Kizza and Ssanyu offer a persuasive counter-argument: “…”
Verbs in signal phrases
acknowledges

claims

describes

maintains

responds

adds

comments

disputes

notes

shows

admits

compares

emphasizes

observes

states

affirms

concedes

endorses

points out

suggests

agrees

confirms

grants

reasons

summarizes

argues

contends

illustrates

refutes

thinks

asserts

declares

implies

rejects

writes

believes

denies

insists

reports
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In-Text
Citations
In-text citations do not replace a Works Cited page, but rather, support it. The in-text citation does two things.
Firstly, it give credit to the source you cite. Secondly, it tells the reader where that citation can be found.
Remember that not citing your information is a form of plagiarism!
What must be cited:
§ Direct quotations
§ Statistics/specific numbers
§ Facts that are not considered common knowledge
§ Anything that is not your own (idea, opinion, map, graph, etc.)
§ Academically controversial material
Taken from: The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab
And Hacker, Diana. A Canadian Writer’s Reference 4e with 2009 MLA Update. Boston • New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2007.
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Basic In-Text Citation Rules
In MLA style, referring to the works of others in your text is done by using what is known as parenthetical
citation. This method involves placing relevant source information (the in-text citation) in parentheses at the end
of the sentence that contains the cited quote or a paraphrase, before the final punctuation.
General Guidelines
• The source information required in a parenthetical citation depends (1.) upon the source medium (e.g. Print,
Web, DVD) and (2.) upon the source’s entry on the Works Cited (bibliography) page.
• Any source information that you provide in-text must correspond to the source information on the Works
Cited page. More specifically, whatever signal word or phrase you provide to your readers in the text, must be
the first thing that appears on the left-hand margin of the corresponding entry in the Works Cited List.
• Keep the source author's name in the same sentence as the quote.
• Mark the quote with quotation marks, or set it off from your text in its own block, per the style guide your
paper follows.
• Quote no more material than is necessary; if a short phrase from a source will suffice, don't quote an entire
paragraph.
• To shorten quotes by removing extra information, use ellipsis points (...) to indicate omitted text, keeping in
mind that:
◦
Three ellipsis points indicates an in-sentence ellipsis, and four points for an ellipsis between two
sentences
• To give context to a quote or otherwise add wording to it, place added words in brackets, []; be careful not to
editorialize or make any additions that skew the original meaning of the quote—do that in your main text,
e.g.,
◦
OK: Kozol claims there are "savage inequalities" in our educational system, which is obvious (6).
◦
WRONG: Kozol claims there are "[obvious] savage inequalities" in our educational system (6).
• Use quotes that will have the most rhetorical, argumentative impact in your paper; too many direct quotes
from sources may weaken your credibility, as though you have nothing to say yourself, and will certainly
interfere with your style.
________________________________________________________________________________
When you directly quote the works of others in your paper, you will format quotations differently depending on
their length. Below are some basic guidelines for incorporating quotations into your paper. Please note that all
pages in MLA should be double-spaced.
Format

TYPES of In-Text Citations

Nested Quotations
When quoting a passage that includes dialogue, use the double quotation marks to denote you
(i.e., direct
are using a quotation from another source, then alternate to the single quotation marks to
quotations
differentiate the dialogue from the narration, within the quoted passage.
containing dialogue)
“He asked the clerk, ‘Do you have any walnuts?’”

Taken from Purdue OWL. “MLA Formatting and Style Guide.” The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab, 2009
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TYPES of In-Text Citations

Direct Quotations
To indicate short quotations (fewer than four typed lines of prose or three lines of verse) in your
(also known as Short text, enclose the quotation within double quotation marks. Provide the author and specific page
Quotations)
citation (in the case of verse, provide line numbers) in the text, and include a complete reference
on the Works Cited page. Punctuation marks such as periods, commas, semicolons, should
appear after the parenthetic citation. Capitalize the first letter of a direct quote when the quoted
material is a complete sentence. Do not use a capital letter when the quoted material is a
fragment or only a piece of the original material. Question marks and exclamation points should
appear within the quotation marks if they are a part of the quoted passage but after the
parenthetical citation if they are part of your text. For example:
Without a signal phrase (author’s name and page number in citation)
According to some, dreams express “profound aspects of personality,” though others
disagree (Foulkes 184).
With a signal phrase (author’s name in text, page number only in citation)
According to Foulkes’s study, dreams may express “profound aspects of
personality” (184).
Is it possible that dreams may express “profound aspects of personality” (Foulkes 184)?
Mark line breaks in short quotations of verse with a slash, /, at the end of each line of verse: (a
space should precede and follow the slash)
Quotations of short verse (line number(s) referenced in citation)
Cullen concludes, “Of all the things that happened there / That’s all I remember” (11-12).
Block Quotations
For quotations that extend to more than four lines of verse or prose: place quotations in a
(also known as Long freestanding block of text and omit quotation marks. Start the quotation on a new line, with the
Quotations)
entire quote indented one inch from the left margin; maintain double-spacing. Only indent the
first line of the quotation by a half inch if you are citing multiple paragraphs. Your parenthetical
citation should come after the closing punctuation mark. When quoting verse, maintain original
line breaks. (You should maintain double-spacing throughout your essay.) For example:
Nelly Dean treats Heathcliff poorly and dehumanizes him throughout her narration: They
entirely refused to have it in bed with them, or even in their room, and I had no more
sense, so, I put it on the landing of the stairs, hoping it would be gone on the morrow. By
chance, or else attracted by hearing his voice, it crept to Mr. Earnshaw’s door, and there
he found it on quitting his chamber. Inquiries were made as to how it got there; I was
obliged to confess, and in recompense for my cowardice and inhumanity was sent out of
the house. (Bronte 78)
When citing long sections of poetry, keep formatting as close to the original as possible:
In his poem “My Papa’s Waltz,” Theodore Roethke explores his childhood with his father:
The whisky on your breath
Could make a small boy dizzy;
But I hung on like death:
Such waltzing was not easy.
We Romped until the pans
Slid from the kitchen shelf;
My mother’s countenance
Could not unfrown itself. (quoted in Shrodes, Finestone, Shugrue 202)
Taken from Purdue OWL. “MLA Formatting and Style Guide.” The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab, 2009
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Without Signal
Phrase
Paraphrased

In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations
In-Text Citations for AUTHOR-PAGE Style
MLA format follows the author-page method of in-text citation. This means that the author’s last
name and the page number(s) from which the quotation or paraphrase is taken must appear in
the text, and a complete reference should appear on your Works Cited page. The author’s name
may appear either in the sentence itself or in parentheses following the quotation or paraphrase,
but the page number(s) should always appear in the parentheses, not in the text of the sentence.
For example:
Wordsworth stated that Romantic poetry was marked by a “spontaneous overflow of
powerful feelings” (263).
Romantic poetry is characterized by the “spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings” (Wordsworth 263).
Wordsworth extensively explored the role of emotion in the creative process (263).
The both citations in the examples above, (263) and (Wordsworth 263), tell readers that the
information in the sentence can be located on page 263 of a work by an author named
Wordsworth. If readers want more information about this source, they can turn to the Works Cited
page, where, under the name of Wordsworth, they would find the following information:

Multiple Citations
(Two Works)

Classical and
Literary Works with
Multiple Editions

A Work by Multiple
Authors

Wordsworth, William. Lyrical Ballads. London: Oxford U.P., 1967.
To cite multiple sources in the same parenthetical reference, separate the citations by a
semicolon:
…as has been discussed elsewhere (Burke 3; Dewey 21).
Page numbers are always required, but additional citation information can help literary scholars,
who may have a different edition of a classic work like Marx and Engels’s The Communist
Manifesto. In such cases, give the page number of your edition (making sure the edition is listed
in your Works Cited page, of course) followed by a semicolon, and then the appropriate
abbreviations for volume (vol.), book (bk.), part (pt.), chapter (ch.), section (sec.), or paragraph
(par.). For example:
Marx and Engels described human history as marked by class struggles (79; ch. 1).
For a source with three or fewer authors, list the authors’ last names in the text or in the
parenthetical citation:
Smith, Yang, and Moore argue that tougher gun control is not needed in the United
States (76).
The authors state “Tighter gun control in the United States erodes Second Amendment
rights” (Smith, Yang, and Moore 76).
For a source with more than three authors, use the work’s bibliographic information as a guide for
your citation. Provide the first author’s last name followed by et al. Or list all the last names.
Jones et al. counter Smith, Yang, and Moore’s argument by noting that that current spike
in gun violence in America compels lawmakers to adjust gun laws (4).
Or
Legal experts counter Smith, Yang, and Moore’s argument by noting that the current
spike in gun violence in America compels lawmakers to adjust gun laws (Jones et al. 4).
Or
Jones, Driscoll, Ackerson, and Bell counter Smith, Yang, and Moore’s argument by noting
that the current spike in gun violence in America compels lawmakers to adjust gun laws
(4).
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In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations
In-Text Citations for AUTHOR-PAGE Style
For print sources like books, magazines, scholarly journal articles, and newspapers, provide a
signal word or phrase (usually the author’s last name) and a page number. If you provide the
signal word/phrase in the sentence, you do not need to include it in the parenthetical citation.
Human beings have been described by Kenneth Burke as “symbol-using animals” (3).
Human beings have been described as “symbol-using animals” (Burke 3).
These examples correspond to an entry that begins with Burke, which will be the first thing that
appears on the left-hand margin of an entry in the Works Cited:

Print Sources with
No Known Author

Burke, Kenneth. Language as Symbolic Action: Essays on Life, Literature, and Method.
Berkeley: U of California P, 1966. Print.
When a source has no known author, use a shortened title of the work instead of an author name.
Place the title in quotation marks if it’s a short work (e.g., articles) or italicize it if it’s a longer work
(e.g., plays, books, television shows, entire websites) and provide a page number.
We see so many global warming hotspots in North America likely because this region has
“more readily accessible climatic data and more comprehensive programs to monitor and
study environmental change” (“Impact of Global Warming” 6 ).
In this example, since the reader does not know the author of the article, an abbreviated title of
the article appears in the parenthetical citation which corresponds to the full name of the article
which appears first at the left-hand margin of its respective entry in the Works Cited. Thus, the
writer includes the title in quotation marks as the signal phrase in the parenthetical citation in
order to lead the reader directly to the source on the Works Cited page. The Works Cited entry
appears as follows:

Authors with Same
Last Names

Multiple Works by
the Same Author

“The Impact of Global Warming in North America.” GLOBAL WARMING: Early Signs.
1999. Web. 23 Mar. 2009.
Sometimes some information is necessary to identify the source from which a quotation is taken.
For instance, if two or more authors have the same last name, provide both authors’ first initials
(or even the authors’ full name if different authors share initials) in your citation. For example:
Although some medical ethicists claim that cloning will lead to designer children (R. Miller
12), others note that the advantages for medical research outweigh this consideration (A.
Miller 46).
If you cite more than one work by a particular author, include a shortened title for the particular
work from which you are quoting to distinguish it from the others.
Lightenor has argued that computers are not useful tools for small children (“Too Soon”
38), though he has acknowledged elsewhere that early exposure to computer games
does lead to better small motor skill development in a child’s second and third year
(“Hand-Eye Development” 17).
Additionally, if the author’s name is not mentioned in the sentence, you would format your citation
with the author’s name followed by a comma, followed by a shortened title of the work, followed,
when appropriate by page numbers:

Multivolume Works

Visual studies, because it is such a new discipline, may be “too easy” (Elkins, “Visual
Studies” 63).
If you cite from different volumes of a multivolume work, always include the volume number
followed by a colon. Put a space after the colon, then provide the page number(s). If you only cite
from one volume, provide only the page number in parentheses.
… as Quintilian wrote in Institutio Oratoria (1: 14-17).
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In-Text Citations for AUTHOR-PAGE Style

Entire Volume
(Henderson, vol. 3) or In volume 3, Henderson suggests
Citing Two Locations
Williams alludes to this premise (136-39, 145)
in a Work
Corporate Authors
(United Nations, Economic Commission for Africa 51-63)
The Bible
In your first parenthetical citation, you want to make clear which Bible you are using (and italicize
the title), as each version varies in its translation, followed by book (do not italicize), chapter and
verse. For example:
Ezekiel saw “what seemed to be four living creatures,” each with faces of a man, a lion,
an ox, and and eagle (New Jerusalem Bible, Ezek. 1.5-10).

The Qur’an

If future references employ the same edition of the Bible you are using, list only the book,
chapter, and verse in the parenthetical citation.
The procedure of citing the Qur’an is analogous to quoting from the Bible or any other holy text;
you should include the name of the book you are quoting, followed by the number of chapter and
verse. Identifying the book, such as Al-Hijr, Qaf, or Maryam, can aid the writer and researcher by
pinpointing which of the Qur’an’s 114 books you drew from.
(The Qur’an, Al-Hijr 15.25).

Format
Short Story without
Numbered Division

In-Text Citations for OTHER LITERARY WORKS
If a literary work does not have a part or line number, cite the page number. When a novel
contains numbered divisions, put the page number first, followed by a semicolon, and then the
book, part, or chapter in which the passage may be found.

At the end of Kate Chopin’s “The Story of an Hour,” Mrs. Mallard drops dead upon
learning that her husband is alive. In the final irony of the story, doctors report that she
has died of a “joy that kills” (25).
Novel with Page
Fitzgerald’s narrator captures Gatsby in a moment of isolation: “A sudden emptiness
Number and Chapter
seems to flow now from the windows and the great doors, endowing with complete
isolation the figure of the host” (56; ch. 3).
Novel with Page
One of Kingsolver’s narrators, teenager Rachel, pushes her vocabulary beyond its limits.
Number, Book, and
For example, Rachel complains that being forced to live in the Congo with her missionary
Chapter
family is “a sheer tapestry of justice” because of her chances of finding a boyfriend are
“dull and void” (117; bk. 2, ch. 10).
A Work in an
Put the name of the author of the work (not the editor of the anthology) in the signal phrase or in
Anthology
the parenthetical reference.

E-book

In James Joyce’s short story “The Dead,” the snow represents the story’s theme (302).
MLA Guidelines state that it is preferable to cite an entire work within the text rather than in a
parenthetical reference. If you choose to cite parenthetically, put the author’s last name in
parentheses.

Blanchfield provides tips for dealing with clutter.
Chapter in an E-book When you cite a source without page numbers, provide the chapter number or other available
numbering.
Example with chapter, author is listed in signal phrase:
Julian Hawthorne points out profound differences between his father and Ralph Waldo
Emerson but concludes that, in their lives and writing, “together they met the needs of
nearly all that is worthy in human nature” (ch. 4).
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Format
Poetry with Part,
Stanza, and Line
Numbers

Poetry with Line
Number

Format
A Play Divided by
Act Only

A Verse Play with
Act, Scene, and Line
Numbers

Format
Online Source with
Numbered
Paragraphs (author
and paragraph
number(s))

In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations
In-Text Citations for POETRY
When citing a poem, omit page numbers and cite by part, stanza, and line number(s) separated
by periods. For poems that do not include part or stanza, just use line number(s). If you are citing
only line numbers, use the word line(s) in the first reference; for example, (lines 33-34). Use
numbers only for subsequent references to the poem; for example, (37-39).
The Green Knight claims to approach King Arthur’s court “because the praise of you,
prince, is puffed so high, / And your manor and your men are considered so
magnificent” (1.12.258-59).
Gerard Manley Hopkins presents his view of life best in a single line: “The world is
changed with the grandeur of God” (line 7).

In-Text Citations for PLAYS
Cite a play by available division (act, scene, canto, book, part, and line). For a verse play, list the
act, scene, and line numbers, separated by periods. Use Arabic numbers unless your instructor
prefers Roman numerals. Separate the numbers with periods. If a play does not have a part or
line number, just cite the page number.
In Ibsen’s A Doll’s House, Nora’s epiphany occurs when she realizes her husband will
never reciprocate the sacrifices she’s made to protect his pride. She finally stands up to
Helmer, telling him, “You neither think nor talk like the man I could join myself to” (act 3).
In Shakespeare’s King Lear, Gloucester, blinded for suspected treason, learns a
profound lesson from his tragic experience: “A man may see how this world goes / with
no eyes” (4.2.148-49).

In-Text Citations for NON-PRINT or INTERNET SOURCES
With more and more scholarly work being posted on the Internet, you may have to cite research
you have completed in virtual environments. While many sources on the Internet should not be
used for scholarly work, some Web sources are perfectly acceptable for research. When creating
in-text citations for electronic, film, or Internet sources, remember that your citation must
reference the source in your Works Cited.
Sometimes writers are confused with how to craft parenthetical citations for electronic sources
because of the absence of page numbers, but often, these sorts of entries do not require any sort
of parenthetical citation at all. For electronic and Internet sources, follow the following guidelines:
Include in the text the first item that appears in the Works Cited entry that corresponds to the
citation (e.g., author name, article name, website name, film name).
You do not need to give paragraph numbers or page numbers based on your Web browser’s print
preview function.
Unless you must list the website name in the signal phrase in order to get the reader to the
appropriate entry, do not include URLs in-text. Only provide partial URLs such as when the name
of the site includes, for example, a domain name, like CNN.com or Forbes.com as opposed to
writing out http://www.cnn.com or http://www.forbes.com.

Website with
Corporate Author

(Fox, pars. 4-5)
When giving the name of a corporate author in parentheses, shorten terms that are commonly
abbreviated. See MLA Handbook 7.4 for common scholarly abbreviation.
Example with abbreviated corporate author:
Their mission in part “is to improve government decision making and public policy” (Natl.
Research Council).
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Format
Entire Website
Entire Website with
No Author or
Sponsor
Author of Entire
Website
Website with No Title
A Page from a
Website
Title of Webpage
with No Author or
Sponsor
A Personal Website
Personal Website
with Author and
Paragraph Number
Entire Personal
Website
A Document on a
Website with
Paragraph and
Section Numbering,
No Page Number
A Document on a
Website with
Paragraph Numbers
and Author in Signal
Phrase
A Document on a
Website with Section
Numbers and Author
in Signal Phrase

Format
Class Notes

In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations
In-Text Citations for NON-PRINT or INTERNET SOURCES
Cite the main title of the website in italics. No numbers are needed. When an entire site does not
have a title, write Home page using regular font.
The site has biographical information and numerous links to websites dedicated to Twain
(The Official Web Site of Mark Twain).
Summer flowering bulbs need to be replanted each spring when the ground is warm
(Goldstein).
Hemingway started his writing career at The Kansas City Star (Hemingway Home page).
If the webpage has no author or sponsor, use an abbreviated version of the title in quotation
marks.
Amphibian populations are in decline in many areas of the world (“Amphibians”).

Note the author and fixed numbering, if available, unless you are referring to the entire website.
One of the guidelines to being an effective teacher is to respect diverse ways of learning
(Pritchard par. 1).
Açai is high in antioxidant content. Studies show that it may be effective as a metabolic
stabilizer (Myers).
If the source has numbered paragraphs, sections, or divisions, use these abbreviations: “par.,”
“sec.,” “ch.,” or “pt.”

Chan claims that “Eagleton has belittled the gains of postmodernism” (par. 41).

The Committee on Scholarly Editions provides an annotated bibliography on the theory of
textual editing (sec. 4).

In-Text Citations for OTHER SOURCES
After discussing material from class notes, include an in-text citation. Within parentheses, insert
the last name of the lecturer, such as (Doe). If the name is mentioned in text, do not use the
parenthetical citation.
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In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations

Format
Electronic Sources

In-Text Citations for OTHER SOURCES
One online film critic states that Fitzcarraldo is “a beautiful and terrifying critique of
obsession and colonialism” (Garcia, “Herzog: a Life”).
The Purdue OWL is access by millions of users every year. Its “MLA Formatting and
Style Guide” is one of the most popular resources (Stolley et al.).
In the first example, the writer has chosen not to include the author name in-text; however, two
entries from the same author appear in the Works Cited. Thus, the writer includes both the
author’s last name and the article title in the parenthetical citation in order to lead the reader to
the appropriate entry on the Works Cited page (see below). In the second example, “Stolley et
al.” in the parenthetical citation gives the reader an author name followed by the abbreviation “et
al.,” meaning, “and others,” for the article “MLA Formatting and Style Guide.” Both corresponding
Works Cited entries are as follows:
Garcia, Elizabeth. “Herzog: a Life.” Online Film Critics Corner. The Film School of New
Hampshire, 2 May 2002. Web. 8 Jan. 2009.
Stolley, Karl. “MLA Formatting and Style Guide.” The OWL at Purder. 10 May 2006. Purdue

Indirect Sources

University Writing Lab. 12 May 2006. <http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/557/01/>.
Sometimes you may have to use an indirect source. An indirect source is a source cited in
another source. For such indirect quotations, use “qtd. In” to indicate the source you actually
consulted. For example:
Ravitch argues that high schools are pressured to act as “social service centers, and they
don’t do that well” (qtd. In Weisman 259).

Miscellaneous NonPrint Sources

Note that, in most cases, a responsible researcher will attempt to find the original source, rather
than citing an indirect source.
Werner Herzog’s Fitzcarraldo stars Herzog’s long-time film partner, Klaus Kinski. During
the shooting of Fitzcarraldo, Herzog and Kinski were often at odds, but their explosive
relationship fostered a memorable and influential film.
During the presentation, Jane Yates stated that invention and pre-writing are areas of
rhetoric that need more attention.
In the two examples above “Herzog” from the first entry and “Yates” from the second lead the
reader to the first item of each citation’s respective entry on the Works Cited page:
Herzog, Werner, dir. Fitzcarraldo. Perf. Klaus Kinski. Filmverlag der Autoren, 1982. Film.
Yates, Jane. “Invention in Rhetoric and Composition.” Gaps Addressed: Future Work in Rhetoric
and Composition, CCCC, Palmer House Hilton, 2002. Print.

Adding or Omitting Words in Quotations
If you add a word or words in a quotation, you should put brackets around the words to indicate that they are
not part of the original text.
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In-Text Citations Formatting & Types of In-Text Citations

Jan Harold Brunvand, in an essay on urban legends, states: "some individuals [who retell urban
legends] make a point of learning every rumor or tale" (78).
If you omit a word or words from a quotation, you should indicate the deleted word or words by using ellipsis
marks, which are three periods ( . . . ) preceded and followed by a space. For example:
In an essay on urban legends, Jan Harold Brunvand notes that "some individuals make a point of
learning every recent rumor or tale . . . and in a short time a lively exchange of details occurs" (78).
Please note that parentheses are not needed around ellipses unless adding brackets would clarify your use of
ellipses.
When omitting words from poetry quotations, use a standard three-period ellipses; however, when omitting one
or more full lines of poetry, space several periods to about the length of a complete line in the poem:
These beauteous forms, Through a long absence, have not been to me As is a landscape to a blind man's
eye:
....................
Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart; And passing even into my purer mind, With tranquil
restoration. . . (22-24, 28-30)
________________________________________________________________________________
Paraphrasing or Summarizing
• Use a statement that credits the source somewhere in the paraphrase or summary, e.g., According to Jonathan
Kozol, ....
• If you're having trouble summarizing, try writing your paraphrase or summary of a text without looking at the
original, relying only on your memory and notes.
• Check your paraphrase or summary against the original text; correct any errors in content accuracy, and be
sure to use quotation marks to set off any exact phrases from the original text.
• Check your paraphrase or summary against sentence and paragraph structure, as copying those is also
considered plagiarism.
• Put quotation marks around any unique words or phrases that you cannot or do not want to change, e.g.,
"savage inequalities" exist throughout our educational system (Kozol).
________________________________________________________________________________
When a Citation Is Not Needed
Common sense and ethics should determine your need for documenting sources. You do not need to give
sources for familiar proverbs, well-known quotations or common knowledge. Remember, this is a rhetorical
choice, based on audience. If you’re writing for an expert audience of a scholarly journal, for example, they’ll
have different expectations of what constitutes common knowledge.
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Essay Unit

MLA

Works Cited
The MLA 8th Edition now uses a universal set of guidelines that can be applied to any type of source, and is better suited
to the era of digital publication. Follow the ‘Core Elements’ to complete any entry.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Must appear on a separate page at the end of your finished product
Centre the title Works Cited an inch from the top of the page (same font/style as rest of text)
Alphabetize all entries by the author’s last name, or by the title if the author is unknown
If an entry runs more than one line, indent each subsequent line five spaces from the left margin (hanging indent).
Double-space the contents of the entire page.
If several cities of publication are listed, cite only the first one.
Do include suffixes like “Jr.” or “III.” (e.g., King, Martin Luther, Jr.). The suffix follows the first or middle name
and a comma.

Taken from: The Purdue OWL. Purdue U Writing Lab
And Hacker, Diana. A Canadian Writer’s Reference 4e with 2009 MLA Update. Boston • New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2007.
Skills@PHSLibrary 2016
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1.!

Works Cited Formatting • MLA 8th Edition

Author.

Last name, first name.
Use italics for main titles or
“quotation marks” for titles of
short stories/poems/articles.

2.!

Title of source.

3.!

Title of container,

4.!

Other contributors,

5.!

Version,

*Some works consulted may have an
edition (ed.) or volume (vol.).

6.!

Number,

* Some works consulted may
have an issue number (no.).

7.!

Publisher,

8.!

Publication date,

9.!

Location.

* This information will not
appear in all types of
sources.
** This second container is
the larger container (SIRS,
eLibrary, ProQuest, etc.).

Original/smaller source (title of
periodical or anthology in italics).
* People other than the author
may need to be credited
(translator or editor).

Organization responsible for
publishing the work.
Include a full date or the year
(depends on how much
information you have).
Where you accessed the source:

Hughes, Jennifer A.

“The South, Humor, and
Race.”

Southern Literary Journal,

N/A

vol. 47,

no. 1,

N/A

Fall 2014,

p. 120.

Print = p. 7 (single) or
pp. 12-24 (range)
**Database = Database name
(italics), (include comma)
Web = URL/. (include period)
=> Don’t include www. or http://

Sample:
Works Cited
Hughes, Jennifer A. “The South, Humor, and Race.” Southern Literary Journal, vol. 47, no. 1, Fall
2014, p. 120. ProQuest Learning: Literature, literature.proquestlearning.com/.
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